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As the popularity of search improves and internet marketing becomes an increasingly competitive industry;
Midlands based online consultants (http://www.carocomarketing.com/), Caroco Internet Marketing are now
proud to be able to offer customers opening new AdWords accounts a £75 voucher towards their initial
click costs.
The structure, currently in motion; will allow online agencies including Caroco; to offer new clients a
£75 bonus once they spend their first £25. A partnership with an experienced agency and an extra cash
surplus during troubled economic times is sure to ease the route to business success!
With Google AdWords considered the ultimate source for an efficient and effective source of online
traffic; businesses of all shapes and sizes are attempting to reap the benefits that a strong AdWords
account can provide.
A number of businesses often choose to take pay per click campaigns into their own hands, failing to
realise the intricacies involved in ensuring successful results and hence a budget well spent. However in
accordance to the newly introduced scheme; Caroco can now ensure that small, medium and large businesses
across the country can achieve the right support in ensuring the ideal campaign is established with an
extra added boost to kick start success.
Director at Caroco Marketing Nigel Copley, reiterates the needed boost this new AdWords incentive can now
offer; “Pay per click campaigns
(http://www.carocomarketing.com/internet-marketing/ppc-management-services/adwords-ppc-management.html)
and in effect, the successful management of is no easy matter. However, the arrangement introduced by
Google; we can now offer clients a great boost to kick start the path to business success
Note to Editors: Caroco Internet Marketing is an Online consultancy with experience within the SEO and
PPC field. In conjunction with the new ‘Engage for Agencies’ offer initiated by Google; will offer
all new clients £75 towards a campaign once their first £25 has been spent. For further information
please email pr@carocomarketing.com
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